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How to Spot Potential and
What to Do About It

If engaging and retaining
employees with potential
is so important, why do
most companies fail?
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Leadership programs

Scope is too
broad

On the Job Application

Human capital

Partnership

Talent
Pipeline

Business Challenges

Values, Culture, Climate

Career Development

Hard to measure impact to
organization

Talent mapping

Lack of measures

Lack of alignment and
accountability within the
organization

Fast Track

Complexities and challenges

Succession
management

Not readily actionable

Not communicated through
organization

Failure to define
success profiles

Disconnected processes

Strategy not clearly defined

Potential Definition and
Identification
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Because there are so many theories, so many “best bets”, and
so many challenges in doing right

Merriam-Webster

Existing in possibility:
capable of development into
actuality.
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Drive to
succeed

Credibility and
confidence

Great
Performance

Potential starts with…

Great performance and delivering results

3. Quick to establish credibility
.

2. Taking calculated risks

1.
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–
–
–

•

–
–

–

•

Why not?
Solution focus
Seeks input

Endless possibilities

Balances ideas with
reality
Commercial mindset
Assembles a talented
team

–

–

–
–

Keen business acumen
Reads signals and
people
High EQ

Intuition

Makes things happen

•

Drives learning and problem
solving
–
Status quo not good enough –
Idea generation pushes
boundaries
•

Heightened intellectual
curiosity

…but potential is so much more

our talent

Know

our talent

Grow
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• Take calculated “risks” to stretch potentials for development and career growth; increase risk
tolerance and provide support to enable their success

• View potential as fluid

• Hold leaders accountable for developing and ensuring success of potentials at all levels (i.e., IC
to Executive) with support from HR and Talent Managers

• Ensure diverse representation in the potential pool

• Develop all talent, with an increased focus and investment in those with potential

• Identify short-term and long-term career aspirations

• Define potential by future runway; performance is the price of entry

Performance, Aspiration and Potential

When looking at talent we evaluate three areas:
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–
–
–
–
–
–

Learning agility
Relevant learning
Well-matched mentors
Objective based
Career focused
Exposure

Development matters

–
–

–
–

–
–

Intentional and specific
Carefully designed
projects
Work design
Role placement and
promotion
Meaningful assignments
Shadowing

Experience matters

Accelerating potential

your
talent

Know

Rich &
diverse
corporate
culture

your
talent

Grow
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Growth doesn’t only occur
in an upward motion, it’s
important to remember that
experiences can be
gained through various
opportunities.

Growing in place

Enrichment:

Moving across

Lateral:

Moving up

Vertical:

Moving out

Relocation:

Stepping back

Realignment:

Investigating possibilities

Exploratory:
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Development and experience are not only upward-focused

Source: DDI

Sustained
Performance

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Adaptability
Conceptual Thinking
Navigates Ambiguity

Mastery of Complexity

Seeks feedback
Brand aware
Learning agility

Personal Development
Orientation

Culture/values
Passion for Results
Knows the business

Balance of Value & Results

Propensity to lead
Brings out the best in people
Authenticity

Leadership Promise

How can potential be nurtured?
Continued
Growth
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Take leadership accountability for developing employees.
Foster and promote talent.
Encourage exploration.
Take risks.

• Integrate talent, learning and diversity to support career
development.
• Support potential development needs in coordination with the
business.
• Enable career framework, tools and resources.

Human Resources

•
•
•
•

Manager/Leader

• Take responsibility, risk and embrace broad experiences.
• Deliver quality results, value and build brand.
• Create 18-month to 5-year development plan and aggressively
pursue it.

Employee

Manager/Leader HR

Employee

Who are the players in potential development?
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•

The process
needs to be
identical
across the
entire
organization.

Consistent

•

It needs to be
tied to the
business
and the
results that
are
generated.

Connected
•

Potential talent •
needs to be
organizational
talent, not
business or
function owned.

Ownership

Simple, easy to •
understand,
adapt and
adopt.

Simple

Success is
contingent on
support and
sponsorship
from the top
down.

Supported
•
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Leaders are
accountable for
potential
identification and
development.

Accountable

Potential talent management must be an integrated
process for it to be effective and successful.

Thank you.
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